iLight features colour touch screen at Integrated Systems Europe show
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A colour touch screen is the latest addition to iLight's range of intelligent lighting controls. Taking
pride of place on iLight's stand at the Integrated Systems Europe exhibition in Amsterdam, the LCD screen
offers a completely flexible means of controlling building lighting systems.
Fully configurable via a personal computer, the 320 x 240 pixel control panel in the iCAN range can
display plans of the building to allow fingertip selection of any previously programmed lighting scene.
Plans, photo quality backgrounds, button styles and customer graphics can be downloaded to customise the
display.
Its intuitive interface is particularly useful for complex lighting systems, as it offers multiple
control functions and can be tailored to the precise needs of the user. The unit can be seamlessly
integrated with third party equipment for controlling audiovisual equipment, intruder and fire alarms and
opening and closing blinds and curtains for example.
The control panel bezel is available in stainless steel and brass finishes, and the unit can also be
controlled by a hand-held remote control via the integrated infrared receiver.
-endsPhoto caption: The iCAN colour touch screen lighting control from iLight can be fully customised.
Notes for editors
The Integrated Systems Europe exhibition and conference takes place at the RAI Centre in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, from 26 to 28 January 2005 (www.iseurope.org).
iLight was acquired in September last year by Polaron plc (www.polaron.co.uk). In 2004, Polaron floated
on AIM, the Alternative Investment Market, and the group is continuing to expand rapidly, both
organically and through acquisition.
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